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Platen & Bobst Die Storage.
Henderson’s Bobst & Platen Die Storage System have adjustable racks that provide safe, efficient storage for hundreds of dies, regardless of size and weight.
Our exclusive inverted “T” and double “L” design stores Platen and Bobst dies
securely, on 2 small or large pins. Position the beams based on your most
common sized dies and maximize the number of dies stored on each rack.
Both Platen and Bobst storage sections can be combined on a single rack, and
a label locator system makes die retrieval quick and easy.
Platen die storage racks store up to 237 dies, and the Bobst racks up to 90 dies.
Standard units are 12’ high (different frame heights are available), 10’ long and
48” or 60” deep. 5,000 lbs. can be carried on the lower (5”) channel beams, 6’
from the floor. The 2 upper (4”) channel beams can each hold up to 2,500 lbs.
Each storage system is designed for maximum support, constructed of heavy
gauge steel, triple-welded for strength and durability, and come in a powdercoated grey finish. Easy to assemble using the hardware included.
Custom Storage Systems can also be
designed and manufactured upon request!
The “T” rack slides used on
Platen storage systems.
Dies slide in the channels
supported by 2 pins.

The twin “L” configuration
of the Bobst rack, dies
slide on the twin “L’s”
supported by 2 pins.

Standard Unit Sizes

1” T-Section

Bobst Section

Bobst Section

12’H x 10’L x 48”D

For 5/8” - 3/4” die board

For dies with Stripping Unit

For dies with Stripping Unit

Holds 177 dies

Holds 90 dies

Holds 60 dies

or

5-1/2”
center
center
5 ” on on

12’H x 10’L x 60”D

Die Holder Pins

Die Pins are 3/16” dia. x 1-5/8”L
for 1” T Section and Bobst 4” &
5.5” Sections. Available in bags
of 100 each.

2” on center

4” on center

3/16”dia. x 1-5/8” L

3/16”dia. x 1-5/8” L

1/2

3/16”dia. x 1-5/8” L

4” or 5-1/2”
on center

2”
on center

For Bobst sections, units are measured
from center of “Twin L” to next “ Twin L”.

Easi-Hanger Brackets for hanging blanking frames.
Easi Blank Hangers - from Wagner allow easy and secure storage of blankers along with corresponding Bobst dies. These
brackets are easy to use, and can be adjusted for a secure hold
by a thumbscrew. Easi Hangers are available in pairs and are
designed to fit Henderson Storage Racks using 5-1/2” Bobst
sections. Contact Wagner for more details!

Die Transfer Carts for Flat Dies, Rotary Dies and Printing Plates.
Die Transportation Carts - feature heavy-duty
construction, a sturdy plywood platform at bottom,
and can carry multiple dies to and from storage to
press. Models available for rotary including DRO and
EVOL dies, plus flat die carts for Platen and Bobst
applications. Printing plate carts are also available.
Carts can be manufactured to custom specifications.
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Rotary Die Storage.
Half-Height
Unit adds
on to
Original Unit

Rotary cutting dies are stored easily and efficiently in a Henderson
storage rack. Dies are nested for maximum die storage in a minimum of
space, and are safely kept and securely centered with our exclusive “lip”
slide design. Plus our die location system, using Henderson labels, makes
retrieval fast and easy.
Rotary cutting die storage systems are 45” or 80” high and 80” or 40”
deep, with different widths to accommodate different die diameters.
There’s further flexibility with our adjustable racks, that use width adjusting spacers (washers).Each cutting die storage rack accommodates up to
16 cutting dies in the sizes outlined in the charts below. While only six
common die sizes are shown, racks can be manufactured by our factory
to fit any size die. All standard rotary racks come in grey powder-coated
finish.
Wood I.D.
Machine
Circumference Size (approx.)

Wagner’s exclusive “lip” slide
design keeps rotary cutting dies
securely centered, preventing
damage to the cutting and
scoring knives. Numbered racks
refer stored dies to customer files
or jobs for easy access.

66”
50” *

19 3/16”

12 dies

6 dies

12 dies

14 dies

7 dies

14 dies

101/8”

16 dies

8 dies

16 dies

16 dies

8 dies

16 dies

16 dies

8 dies

16 dies

7”

16 dies

8 dies

16 dies

14”, 141/4”, 141/2”

10 ”
5/8

38”
371/2”

91/2”

35”
24”

Die Transfer Carts are available for all
rotary die storage systems!

Standard Unit Half Height Unit Half Depth Unit
80’’D x 45”H
80’’D x 80”H
40’’D x 80”H
Capacity
Capacity
Capacity

* Please specify wood I.D. on 50” Rotary.

Special Racks!for
taller rubber applications

66” Rotary

EVOL Rotary Die Storage

84”H x 80”D

Holds 12 dies

92”H x 80”D
Holds 10 dies

Wagner can supply specialized Henderson Storage Systems for
just about any type of die, including DRO and EVOL rotary
dies. These heavy-duty units are designed to be sturdy, durable
and versatile. Transfer carts are also available. All DRO and EVOL
racks and carts come in white powder-coated finish.

Die Storage Racks for EVOL Rotary Dies
Cylinder

Wood I.D.

Rack Size

Capacity

EVOL #

37-1/2”

10-1/8”

84” Deep x 60” High

12 dies

84

40”

11-1/2”

100” Deep x 70” High

10 dies

100**

** with lock bar

DRO Rotary Die Storage
DRO Machine Rotary Die Storage Unit by Henderson.
Cylinder
66”

Wood I.D.
19-3/16”

Rack Size
132” Deep x 72” High

Die Capacity
8 dies

DRO Machine #
1632

DRO Posilock Hoop
487 mm *

DRO Posilock Hoop

Other available DRO die storage units - upon request.
Cylinder

Wood I.D.

DRO Machine #

24”

7”

618

177 mm*

38”

10-5/8”

924

270 mm*

50”

14-7/16”

1232

366 mm*

* Available in single or double groove design.
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Mounted & Unmounted Printing Plate Storage.
Henderson Printing Plate Storage systems, for mounted and unmounted plates, can efficiently store approximately 560 plates of varying shapes and sizes. Plates hang on “S”
hooks with a special 90° offset which can be ordered in two different sizes to accommodate various plates. Henderson labels, provide for an easy to use retrieval system.
Constructed of heavy gauge steel, these systems are designed to be tough and durable.
Easy to assemble, Henderson Printing Plate Storage Systems are an effective storage
solution for mounted and unmounted printing plates.
Mounted and unmounted
printing plates hang on
special “S” hooks, which are
available in two sizes:
Small - 4-7/8” overall length,
Large - 7-1/4” overall length.

5-gallon Pail Storage Units by Wagner.
Henderson 5-Gal. Pail Storage units are specifically engineered to store 5-gallon pails,
safely and efficiently. This patented rack can hold up to 108 5-gallon pails, and afford
convenient access from the front and back on all three levels. Great for paint, ink,
coatings - anything that is stored in 5-gallon pails.
These units are designed and built in the USA to provide maximum support,
constructed of the same quality, heavy-gauge steel used in our Die and Plate Storage
Systems, and are powder coated for durable service.
Easy to assemble, the unit comes with a turnbuckle tensioning device that keeps the
shelves properly aligned and stable even when filled to capacity.

America’s Die Supply leader.
Celebrating over 7 decades of service.
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